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Helping your child with Mathematics:
Guidelines for Parents
Mathematics in many areas of our lives.
Being able to work out how many, how often
or how heavy things are is important in
different situations. Whether we can afford
to buy something, whether it will fit the
space or whether the quantity in the pack
will be enough for our needs are all
important too.

Maths Booklet
for Parents.

These guidelines will help you as a parent find out
as much as you can about what and how your
child is learning as they progress through primary
.
school.

Revised 2019

Tips on how to help your child
at home with Maths.
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Introduction

In St Lachteens N.S. children receive a
daily maths lesson. As a basis for planning,
the staff use The Primary School Maths
Curriculum which outlines what is
expected for children from Junior
Infants to 6th Class. ( www.ncca.ie)

The Primary School Curriculum
There are 5 strands in the Primary
School Maths Curriculum;


Number—Counting, Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication, Division,
Place Value, Fractions etc.



Algebra— Number Patterns.



Measures—Length, Weight,
Capacity, Time, Money.



Shape and Space—2D and 3D
shapes, Angles.



Data—Understanding, interpreting
and making charts and graphs.

The purpose of this booklet is to outline
the topics that are taught in each class
Our maths curriculum is based on a spiral
approach to teaching and learning
meaning that topics are revisited from
year to year and previous knowledge is
extended and built upon.
Also included in this booklet are a range
of ideas and suggestions for activities
that you can use with your child at home.
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Junior Infants

Here are some of the topics covered in Junior Infants:

The Importance of Counting
A lot of time is now spent on oral maths and counting
skills in school every day. Children practice counting forwards and backwards to advance their number
knowledge and help with addition and subtraction. Here’s
some ideas and you probably have more of your own you
could try out!
Counting ideas/games to do at home
Practice chanting the number names. Encourage your
child to join in with you. When they are confident, try
starting from different numbers e.g. 4,5,6 and larger
numbers for older children. Also try counting backwards.
This is suitable for all age groups. Getting children
comfortable with forward and backward number sequence is so important.
Give your child the opportunity to count objects (coins,
pasta, shapes , buttons etc..) Encourage them to move
each object as they count them.
Play games that involve counting e.g. snakes and ladders,
dice games.
Coin in a box: Parents drop coins into a box one at a time.
Child closes their eyes and then guesses how many coins
are in the box. Check your answer by counting together.
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 Match objects that go together.
 Sort groups of objects.
 Say the numbers 1 to 10 forwards and backwards.
 Recognise the written numbers 1 - 5.
 Write the numbers 1—5.
 Make and count a group of objects up to 5.
 Add two groups of objects to a total of 5.
 Count how many are left in a group when some are taken away,
 Recognise and make simple patterns using shapes and beads etc, for
example

●▪●▪●▪

 Sort and name shapes such as square,
circle, triangle, rectangle
 Compare objects using words such as heavy and light, longest and
shortest, full and empty.
 Talk about time using words such as before and after, early and late and
night and day.
 Recognise and use coins up to 5cent. Recognise which coin is which and
start to understand the value of coins, for example, that you can swap
five 1 cent coins for one 5 cent coin.
6

Senior Infants
Activities that can be done at home Junior Infants
 Match and sort objects: Sort toys into groups by
colour, by shape. Ask your child: How would you sort them?
 Recognise the numbers 1-5. Pick a number for the day and look
out for it when you go out.
 Add two groups of objects to make a total of 5. Ask your child to
get you 2 apples, then 3 more. How many altogether? How many

ways could I share 4 cakes between you and your brother? How
could I share them fairly between you both?

 Recognise and make simple patterns. Draw attention to patterns
on clothes such as stripes or spots. Look for patterns around you
such as on tiles or on curtains.
 Talk about time. Ask questions such as: what do you do before

bed? What do you think will happen next in the story? What day is
it today?

 Compare objects by weight. Ask you child to help you sort the
shopping. Can you find the heaviest item etc.
 Recognise and use coins up to 5 cents. Play shop. Which coin is

worth the most, the least etc?

Here are some of the topics covered in senior infants:
 Recognise and say the numbers 0-10.
 Write the numbers 0 –10.
 Count the number of objects in a group and count how many
are left when some objects are taken away.
 Add two groups of objects to make a total of 10.
 Start to use the symbols + and = to add groups of
objects.
 Estimate (guess) the number of
objects in a group.
 Recognise simple number patterns for example 3,4,_, 6.
 Sort and describe and name 3-D shapes, including cube,
sphere, cylinder and cuboid.
 Compare objects using words such as heavy or light, heaviest or lightest.
 Recognise familiar times and read the clock in hours eg. 2
o’clock. Put daily or weekly events in order.
 Recognise coins up to 20 cents and use coins up to 10 cents
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Activities that can be done at
home Senior Infants
 Encourage careful counting, particularly up to 20. Try counting
in twos up to 20 eg. 2,4.6,8



Compare objects by length. Ask your child to help you sort
the washing: Find the long trousers? Can you find some that
are short- er? Build a tower using blocks. Can you make a

taller/shorter tow- er?

 Estimate the number of objects in a set or group up to 5.
 Count how many are left when some objects are taken away. I

have 8 grapes but how many will I have if I eat 2 of them?

 Talk about times and the clock. Put times up on the fridge door
or notice board eg. Football 3pm Tuesday, Training 9am Saturday.
Talk about things we do in the Summer, in Winter, during the
day,
at night.
 Find numbers. Look at the microwave, the telephone and the TV
remote control. Look for numbers outside as you go for a walk.
 Recognise coins up to 20cents and use coins up to 10 cents. Let
your child handle money and work out change. Talk about the
value of coins when you are out shopping. Which coin do you

need to pay for the sweet? Can you swap me some coins for this
20 cent coin? Order coins from smallest value to largest value.

 Play board games with dice to encourage your child to count,
add on and recognise numbers.
 Add two groups of objects to make a total of 10. When playing
with toys make groups of objects and then ask your child to put
them together. Encourage your child to “count on” which means
“continue counting”. I have 6 cars and I get 4 more—6…. 7,8,

9,10.
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First Class
Here are some of the topics covered in 1st Class:
 Begin to understand addition tables up to 20 eg. 2+1=3,
2+2=4.

Activities that can be done at home First Class
 Learn addition and subtraction tables

 Read and write the numbers 1 –100 and put them in order.

 Add and subtract. Help your child to see how adding and
subtracting are linked. Use small numbers at first.
3+4=7
4+3=7
7-3=4
7-4=3

 Understand the value of numbers eg, the 4 in 54 means 4
units and the 3 in 30 means 3 tens.

 Read time in hours or half hours. Draw your child’s
attention to times. We have swimming at 5.30. What time will we

 Add and subtract numbers with a total less than 100
eg. 16+5, 70+10, 18-5.etc
 Count forwards and backwards in twos, fives and tens.
 Recognise patterns in numbers including odd and even numbers.
 Sort and name shapes such as square, rectangle etc. (2D
shapes) cubes, cuboid (3D shapes)
 Measure objects in metres and talk about lengths that are
more than a metre, less than a metre etc. Your child will also be
taking about and weighing
objects in kilograms and measuring liquids
in litres.
 Read time in hours and half hours eg. 3
o’clock, half past 4.


Two Digit Addition with Regrouping

 Recognise, exchange and use money up to
at least 50 cents. Children should also be able to swap coins
for those of equal value, for example 20 cents for two 10
cents.
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need to leave the house at? Look at the TV Guide; what time
does your favourite programme start?

 Measure. Encourage your child to work out approximately how
many kilograms a bag of rice weighs or how many litres in a
bottle. Then check by weighing or measuring. Talk about the
markings on the weighing scales or the measuring jug.
 Recognise, swap and use coins. Ask your child to put items less
than 50 cents in order from the cheapest to the
dearest. How many 10 cent coins can I change for my 50 cent

coin. How much change will I get if I buy an orange for 45 cents?

 Have fun with numbers. You and your child can have fun with
numbers on car registrations plates. When walking through a car
park ask your child: What numbers can you see on the cars’ plates?

Can you find a plate where two of the numbers add up to
10, 12…. Add all the numbers on the plate. Which of us can get
the bigger number?

 Play games. Here’s a fun skittles game. Put some small stones or rice
in the bottom of plastic bottles to make a set of 5 skittles. Put a
number on each eg. 10, 25, 5, 15, 0. Roll a ball and keep score as you
knock the skittles down. Ask your child to work out the final score.
12

2nd
Class

 Identify halves and quarters of objects and of groups of things.

Here are some of the topics covered in 2nd Class:

 Work out the next number in a pattern, for example 3, 5, 7, 9 _,
_,what numbers come next?

 Read and write the numbers 0-200.

 Identify shapes—2D and 3D.

 Understand the value of numbers eg, the 4 in 54 means 4 units
and the 3 in 30 means 3 tens and the 1 in 126 means 1 hundred.
 Know and understand addition tables up to 20 eg 7+8=15,
9+9=18.
 Estimate answers to sums by getting a “rough answer” first, for
example 42+29. As 42 is close to 40 and 29 is close to 30, adding
40 and 30 will gave an answer close to the real one.
 Add and subtract numbers with a total less than 100. your
child will also learn to add 10 or a lot of 10s to a number eg
36+10=46,
36+20 (2 tens) =56.

 Measure lengths using metres and centimetres; weigh objects
using kilos, half-kilos and quarter-kilos;
 Measure liquids using litres, half-litres and quarter-litres.
 Read time in hours, half-hours and quarter-hours and use a
calendar to find important dates.
 Recognise, exchange and use money up to €2. Your child should
be able to swap coins for other coins of the same value.

 Rename numbers. Your child will use renaming when doing
subtraction sums similar to this:
In this case we cannot say 2 take
T
U
away 4 so we must
rename. We bring a ten
over to the units side (we
are then left
with 4 tens) and the 2 units
becomes 12 units. Then we
subtract as normal.
A useful poem to assist
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Activities that can be done at home
Second Class
 Understand addition and subtraction tables to 20.It is important
that children can recall certain facts quickly or know what to do if
they are stuck, for example if your child doesn’t know 3+6 try
asking 6+3.
 Recognise, swap and use money.Encourage your child to add up
the coins in your purse or to work out what change you will get
when buying things: I have €1.70 in my pocket. What is the least

number of coins I could have? We’re coming to the toll plaza. The
toll is €2.40. Can you get the coins ready for the machine please?

 Fractions Involve your child in cutting an apple into quarters or in
dividing the chocolate bar in half.
 Measure activities. About how long is our garden? Make a paper
aeroplane and test it to see how far it flies. Measure the distance
in metres and centimetres using a measuring tape. Encourage your
child to look at the weights of items in the cupboard. How many

grams in a kilogram (1000)? So 500g is half a kilogram. How many
of these packets would add up to a kilogram? If1 kilogram costs €2,
how much would4 kilograms cost? Look at containers you have at
home. Which bottles hold litre? A half-litre? A quarter-litre?

3rd Class
Here are some of the topics covered in 3rd Class:
 Explore and identify place value in whole numbers, 0-999
 Read, write and order three-digit numbers 0-999
 Add and subtract, without and with renaming, up to 999
 Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction
 Develop an understanding of multiplication as repeated addition
and vice versa eg. 2+2+2 =6, 3x2=6.
 Recall multiplication facts within 100 counting in 2, 3, 5 and 10,

doubles, trebles.

 Multiply a one-digit or two-digit number by 0-10
 Solve and complete practical tasks and problems involving
multiplication and division of whole numbers eg. how many days

in 9 full weeks? How many cars are needed to take 27 children to
a game if only 4 children are allowed in each car?
 Develop an understanding of division as sharing and as repeated
subtraction, without and with remainders
eg. 20 - 4 - 4-• 4 - 4 - 4 = 0 therefore 20÷5=4
 Divide a one-digit or two-digit number by a one-digit number
without and with remainders eg. 4 20 or 5 37
5
7 r2
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3rd Class Continued


Identify fractions in halves, quarters, eights and
tenths.

 Develop an understanding of the relationship between fractions and division eg. 1/4 of 32=8, 32÷4=8
 Identify tenths and express in decimal form eg. 1/10 =
0.1, 2/10 =0.2 etc.
 Identify shapes—2D and 3D.

4th Class
Here are some of the topics covered in 4th Class:
 Explore and identify place value in whole numbers, 0-9999
 Develop an understanding of multiplication as repeated
addition and vice versa eg. 2+2+2 =6, 3x2=6.
 Recall multiplication facts within 100 counting in 2, 3, 5 and

10, doubles, trebles.

 Multiply a one-digit or two-digit number by a two digit number
(see page 15)
 Divide a three-digit number by a one-digit number without
and with remainders eg.

 Lines and angles
 Length including renaming units of length in m and cm.
E.g. 125cm = 1m 25 cm.
 Area

6 372
62

6 206
34 r2

 Identify fractions and equivalent forms of fractions with
denominators 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12
 Find the whole number when given a fraction of it
eg. 3/10 of a number is 45, find the number.

 Weight
 Time including reading time in 5 minute intervals on
analogue and digital clocks(12 hour) and renaming minutes
as hours and hours and minutes. Eg.70min = 1hour 10 mins
and vice versa 1 1/2 hours = 1 hour 30 mins = 90 mins
 Money
 Data—bar charts, block graphs and pictograms
 Chance—use vocabulary of uncertainty and chance possible,
impossible, might, certain, not sure.

15

 Identify place value of whole numbers and decimals
eg. 3.45 = 3+0.4=0.05










Identify shapes 2D and 3D
Area – Length x Width
Lines and Angles
Money
Weight
Data
Length
Chance
Capacity
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4th Class Continued
 Time including reading time in one-minute intervals on analogue
and digital clock (12-hour) and renaming minutes as hours and
minutes.
Addition and subtraction of times
4hours 45 minutes
+ 3hours 25minutes
7 hours 70 minutes = 8hours 10 minutes.
For subtraction you may need to rename first.

-

3hours 30 minutes
1hour 40 minutes

As we cannot take 40 from 30
we rename 3 hours 30 minutes
to 2 hours and 90 mins
so it becomes
2 hours 90 mins
1 hour 40 mins
1 hour 50 mins

5th Class
Here are some of the topics covered in 5th Class:
 Identify place value in whole numbers and decimals eg. 345.67 = 3
hundreds, 4 tens, 5 units, 6 tenths and 7 hundredths.
 Multiply a decimal (up to three places) by a whole number, without and
with a calculator eg. 8.125 x9.
 Divide a decimal number by a whole number, without and with a calculator eg. 75.6 ÷4
 Express improper fractions as mixed numbers and vice versa eg.
33 = 4 1
5 3 = 23
8
8
4 4
 add and subtract simple fractions and simple mixed numbers using
equivalent fractions to simplify calculations eg.
1/3 + 1/2

We cannot add fractions that have a different denominator
(bottom number) so we must change both of them to a common denominator.
Sixths is the lowest number that both halves and thirds will divide into
so we change both to sixths.
1=3
2 6

(We multiply the bottom by 3 to change to sixths so we
have to do the same to the top)

1 = 2 (We multiply the bottom by 2 to change to sixths so we
3 6 have to do the same to the top)
Now the sum is 2 + 3 = 5
6 6 6
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Capacity
Length
2D and 3D shapes
Lines and angles
Area and perimeter
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Weight
Money
Data

 Divide a 3 digit number by a 2 digit number. (Long division)

Firstly, you divided 5 by 25 and you get an answer of 0.
Then you divide 52 by 25. In this case we know that 25 will divide
into 52 2 times but sometimes you will have to estimate (multiply
25 by a few numbers to see which answer is closest)
You put your 2 into the answer.
You then take away this answer from the 52. (52 –50)
You get an answer of 2.
The 6 from the top is then brought down to join the 2 making it
26.
Now you are dividing 25 into 26.
The answer is 1 which you put at the top.
Then we take away the 25 from the 26 and we are left with 1
which is the remainder so the answer is 21 r1.

6th Class
Here are some of the topics covered in 6th Class:
 · Divide a four-digit number by a two-digit number, without and
with a calculator (This is done in exactly the same way as on page
17)
 Divide a decimal number by a decimal, without and with a
calculator
 The trick is to convert the number you are dividing by to a whole number first,
by shifting the decimal point of both numbers to the right:

Now you are dividing by a whole number, and can continue as normal. It is safe
to do this if you remember to shift the decimal point of both numbers the same
number of places.
 Multiply a fraction by a fraction
 Solve problems relating to profit and loss, discount, VAT, interest,
increases, decreases.
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 Capacity
 Length
 2D and 3D shapes
 Lines and angles
 Area and perimeter
 Weight
 Money
 Data

5th and 6th Class Overview of content
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Place Value

Multiplication

Division

Fractions

Decimals and
Percentages

Number Theory





































Maths Information Booklet for parents
Number
Read, write and order whole numbers.
Identify place value.
Round whole numbers.
Multiply a whole number or a decimal (up to three places) by a whole number.
Multiply a decimal (up to three places) by a whole number.
Multiply a decimal by a decimal.
Divide a three digit number by a two digit number without and with a calculator.
Divide a decimal number by a whole number.
Divide a four digit number by a two-digit number.
Divide a decimal number by a decimal.
Equivalent fractions.
Express improper fractions as mixed numbers and vice versa.
Add and subtract simple fractions with mixed numbers.
Multiply a fraction by a whole number.
Multiply a fraction by a fraction.
Divide a fraction by a fraction.
Ratios.
Express tenths, hundredths and thousandths in fractional and decimal form.
Express tenths as fractions and decimals.
Identify place value of whole numbers and decimals.
Rounding.
Relationship between fractions and decimals.
Explore the relationship between fractions, decimals and percentages.
Compare and order fractions, decimals and percentages.
Solve problems.
V.A.T.
Profit and loss.
Calculate the selling price or cost price given a profit or loss.
Find percentage profit or loss.
Link with pie charts.
Prime numbers.
Composite numbers.
Square numbers.
Rectangular numbers.
Lowest Common Multiple (L.C.M.)




Directed Numbers
Rules and properties
Equations








Highest Common Factor(H.C.F.)
Square roots.
Write whole numbers in exponential form.
Algebra
Identify positive and negative numbers.
Add simple positive and negative numbers.
B.O.M.D.A.S.
Simple symbolic rules for number patterns.
Translate number sentences with a frame into word problems and vice versa.
Solve one step number sentences and equations.

Variables
Shape and Space
2d shapes

3d Shapes

Lines and Angles

Weight

Length


























Tessellation.
Identify the properties of a circle (centre, radius, diameter, chord, sector, circumference).
Construct a circle of a given radius.
Area of a circle.
Co-Ordinates.
Faces, edges and vertices.
Draw nets.
Construct shapes using nets.
Acute angles.
Obtuse angles.
Right angles.
Reflex angles.
Rotations.
Measure angles using a protractor.
Construct angles using a protractor.
Triangles.
Sum of angles in a triangle.
Measures
1,000g = 1kg
1,000kg = 1t
Converting from grammes to kilogrammes etc.
10mm = 1 cm
100 cm = 1m
1,000m = 1 km
Converting from mm to cm, cm to m, m to km and vice versa.

Area

Time

Money

Capacity
Representing and
Interpreting Data
Chance

















Finding the perimeter.
Scales on maps and plans.
Finding the area.
Surface area of 3d shapes.
Ares and hectares.
24 hour clock.
Relationship between time distance and average speed.
International time zones.
Value for money.
Convert currencies to euro and vice versa.
Problems related to V.A.T. and interest.
Volume of a cuboid.
Data
Trend graphs
Pie charts
Find averages

Maths Language used in the School
Outlined below is a common approach to symbols names and
numerical operations. The children are made aware of other language used in association with symbols as they progress from class
to class.
Junior Infants
Symbols are not introduced until Senior Infants
+ use the word and
= use the word make
2+3=5 2 and 3 makes 5
Senior Infants
Introduction of Signs + and =
Addition
+ use the word and or plus ( teacher may include additional words
e.g. add)
= use the word make or is the same as or equals
2+5= 7 2 and 5 make 7, 2 and 5 is the same as 7, 2 plus 5 equals 7
Subtraction
Solve simple oral and pictorial problems 0-10
7 birds 2 fly away. Cross out the 2.
First Class
7 and 2
7 add on 2
9 is more than 2 by
What is 2 more than 7?
Addition of tens and units without renaming:
25
+ 13
5 and 3 is 8, 2 and 1 is 3
38

21
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Addition of tens and units with renaming:
2 8
+

11 4
4 2

8 and 4 is 12, rename the 12 into 1 ten and
2 units. Put down the 2 and bring over
(carry) the 1. 2 and 1 is 3 and 1 is 4.

Subtraction
7 take away 2 equals 5
7 minus 2 equals 5
7 subtract 2 equals 5
2 less than 7 is 5

Subtraction without renaming:
29
9 take away 8 is 1
18
2 take away 1 is 1
11

Second Class
Addition as per 1st class. Find the sum of 7 and 2 . The total
of 7 and 2 is 9.
Subtraction with renaming:
3

4 14
- 16

Start at the top

Say : 4 take 6 I cannot do so I go next door to
the tens, change a ‘ten’ to ten units, 4+10=14.14 take 6 equals 8, 3
take away 1 leaves 2.
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3rd Class
Addition and Subtraction : Revise and consolidate
Subtracting three digit numbers with renaming:

4

5
- 2
2

1 0

1
1
9

1

* Always start at top of sum

4
6
8

4 take 6 I cannot do ,rename a ten,
14 take 6 is 8. 0 take I cannot do

Multiplication:
2 multiply by 3 equals 6
2x3= 6
2 groups of 3 =6
2 times 3 is 6
The product of 2 and 3 is 6
2 multiplied by 3 is 6
2 3’s are 6.

So I rename the hundreds, 10 take 1
is 9 , 4 take 2 is 2

Division:
6 ÷2 =3
6 sweets shared among 2 pupils equally. Each gets 3 sweets.
6 divided by 2 is 3, How many 2’s in 6, 2 into 6 goes 3
Factors of 6 are 2 and 3
6 ÷ 3 = six divided by 3 is 2 or 6 divided by 3 equals 2 or three
into 6 goes 2 times.
3│ 7
2R1

7 ÷ 3 three into 7 goes twice remainder 1
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Tables First and Second Class

4th Class Share 48 between 2

2|4 8
24

3 |7 1 5
2 5

1) 4 divided by 2 equals 2, 8 divided by 2 equals 4 or
2) 2 into 4 goes twice, 2 into 8 goes 4 times

7 divided by 3 equals 2 remainder 1, 15 divided by
3 equals 5 or 3 into 7 goes 2 times remainder 1, 3

Tables are recited as follows:
Adding : Say
0 and 2 is 2
1 and 2 is 3
2 and 2 is 4
3 and 2 is 5

into 15 goes 5 times.
5th Class
Addition: increase 200 by 20%
A positive number on the number line.
Subtraction: decrease
Multiplication: multiples
Of means multiply
5 = 5 by 5 or 5 to the power of 2.
Division:
Numerator, Denominator, Divisor ( Factor) and equivalent fractions
6th Class
Addition: V.A.T. increase by 21%
Simple Interest, Profit– Increase
Sale Price

Addition and Subtraction facts will be memorised by the end of
Second Class .
Subtraction
Subtraction will be taught as the inverse of addition.
(Take Away) Tables : Say
2 take 2 is 0
3 take 2 is 1
4 take 2 is 2
5 take 2 is 3
Children from 1st Class recite their tables regularly and tables are
reinforced every day. Children are encouraged to memorise tables
and they are given for homework.
Practicing Number Facts:
7
4

Subtraction: Use decrease –discount, loss,
reduction, negative numbers.
Multiplication: 5 to the power of 2, L.C.M.
Division: H.C.F. Ratio 2:1 = 4:2
Two is to one represents the same ratio as 4 is to 2.
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7-3=4
7-4=3

3
4+3=7
3+4=7

Children are taught the relationship with addition. Knowing
addition tables means you know subtraction tables.
26

Tables 3rd—6th Classes

It is important children learn number bonds to 10 e.g.4 + 6 = 10 and number bonds to 20 e.g.14 + 6 = 20 by heart.

Tables : Multiplication
X and ÷ are introduced in 3rd Class
1X 2 =2 Say: 1 two is 2
2X2=4 Say: 2 twos are 4
3X2=6 Say: 3 twos are 6
Multiplication facts up to 12 will be memorised by the end of 4th
Class and will be revised up to the end of 6th Class.
Multiplication is a natural progression from extended addition
e.g. 3 groups of 3, 4 groups of 3 , 5 groups of 3 etc..
Therefore to ensure consistency and avoid confusion it is
important that tables are recited as stated above.

Division
Division will be taught as the inverse of multiplication.
Say: 2÷ 2 =1
2 into 2 goes 1
4÷ 2 =2
2 into 4 goes 2
6÷ 2 =3
2 into 6 goes 3

4x 9= 36
9 x 4=36

Play ‘ping pong’ to practice components with your child. You say a number
and they reply with how much more is needed to make 10, 20, or 100.
Encourage your child to answer quickly without counting or using fingers.
E.g. make 100 you shout 40 they shout 60.
Throw two dice. Ask your child to find the total of the numbers (+), the
difference between them (-) .
Use a set of playing cards (without the picture cards). Turn over two
cards and ask your child to add the numbers. If they answer correctly,
they keep the cards. How many cards can they collect in two minutes?
Play Bingo. Each player chooses five answers (e.g. numbers to 10 to practice simple addition,) Ask a question and if a player has the answer, they
can cross it off. The winner is the first player to cross off all their answers.
Give your child an answer. Ask them to write as many number sentences
as they can with this answer. You could just ask for addition sentences
or any type of calculation.
Give your child a number fact: eg 5 + 8 = 13. Ask them what else they can
find out from this fact: 50 + 80 = 130. 8 + 5 = 13, 13 – 8 + 5, 130 – 50 =
80, etc.

36
4

Practicing Number facts/Mental Maths

9

36÷ 9=4
36÷ 4=9

Children are taught the relationship with multiplication.
Knowing multiplication tables means you know division tables.
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Look out for car number plates. What is the number on the plate? What
is this to the nearest 10 or 100 or 1000? How many more would you need
to reach the next multiple of 10, 100, 1000?
Make up rhymes together to help your child remember tricky times
tables.
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Getting children involved in real situations where they
are using mathematical skills is motivating and
stimulating. Get them using their “Math's Eyes”
SHAPE AND
MEASURE
Choose a shape of the week. Look for this shape in the environment.
Ask your child to describe the shape to you.
Play ‘guess my shape’. You think of shape. Your child asks questions to
try
to identify it but you can only answer ‘yes’ or
‘no’.
Hunt for right angles around your home. Can your child spot angles
that are bigger or smaller than a right angle?

Maths
ProblemSolving
THE RUDE WAY OF SOLVING A MATHS
PROBLEM: Children throughout the school are encouraged
to use the following
abbreviated strategy for solving a Maths problem –
Read the problem carefully
Underline the clue words/facts/Numbers
Draw a picture/table/graph/pattern
Estimate answer and do calculation
In St. Lachteens we also use the RUCSAC steps as a strategy to
assisting students to solve mathematical problems.

Look for symmetrical objects. Help your child draw or paint
symmetrical pictures/patterns.
Practise measuring the lengths or heights of objects (in metres or
cm). Help your child to use different rulers and tape measures
correctly. Encourage them to estimate before measuring.
Let your child help with cooking at home. Help them to measure
ingredi- ents accurately using weighing scales or measuring jugs. Talk
about what each division on the scale stands for.
Choose some food items out of the cupboard. Try to put the objects
in order of weight, by feel alone. Check by looking at the amounts
on the packets.
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( image from www.communication4all.co.uk)
R Read the question carefully. What is the important information?
U Underline/Highlight the keywords, or numbers or operational
vocabualry . What do you have to find out?
C Choose the operation(s) e.g. addition/subtraction etc.
S Solve the problem! Make sure you follow all the steps.
A Have you answered the question? What were you meantto find out?
C Check your answer. If possible, use the inverse to check your
working out.
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Children are encouraged to use their own ideas as a context for
problem solving.
They are encouraged to find multiple approaches to solving one
problem and explain how they got their answer to a problem and
discuss alternative ways of doing it. They are encouraged to listen
to the views of others when solving problems and accept the reasoning of others in order to solve problems co-operatively.

Useful websites
 NCCA.ie has videos to demonstrate how to do different maths topics throughout the curriculum.
 tcea.org/ipad has a list of apps for tablets or smartphones that are
available. They are broken up into different topics.
 Aplusmath, Funbrain, Math playground, Tenmarks, Tutpup,
What2learn

Ask your child to explain their thinking and how they worked it
out. Discussing the efficiency and suitability of different strategies

Useful Websites—Problem Solving

is an important part of maths lesson. Explaining strategies orally
helps to develop the use of appropriate mathematical vocabulary.

•http://nrich.maths.org/early-years
•http://www.mathplayground.com
•http://nlvm.usu.edu/
•http://www.nzmaths.co.nz/level-1-problems

Remember Maths is all aroubd us. Envourage your child to use their
Maths Eyes when looking at everyday objects/in the supermarket
etc.
In their copies encourage your child to show all of their work!

Useful references in compiling this resource
Lisnagry NS Maths Booklet for parents
NCCA Materials
PDST Materials

Any queries during the year arrange to meet the class teacher
through the office.
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Useful Apps ( for apps that can be used for other classes please look at the following link: http://www.pdst.ie/sites/default/files/Maths%20Apps.pdf
Junior and Senior Infants
App

Icon

Link

iPhone or

Curriculum Strand

iPad?

Strand
Unit

Count to
Ten

Count To Ten - Numbers
Game

iPad

Number

Counting

Counting
Ants

Counting Ants Lite - Learning Tool for
Toddlers

iPhone and
iPad

Number

Counting

Math
Board

MathBoard

iPad

Number

Analysis of
Number

Splash Maths :
Grade one

Splash Math - 1st grade
worksheets of Numbers, Counting,
Addition, Subtraction & 11 other
chapters

iPhone

All
Strands

All Strands

Splash Math - 1st grade
worksheets of Numbers, Counting,
Addition, Subtraction & 11 other
chapters [HD Full]

iPad

Eggs on Legs for iPad

iPad iphone

Al Strands

All Strands

Eggs on
Legs
( Level A)
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